WALL SIGNS

WHAT’S NEXT?

Wall signage is simply a sign designed as a consolidated piece that is mounted onto a wall—or

Our goal is to make the customer’s job as easy as possible while creating superior signs to the

a mural painted directly onto a wall. Wall signs can often be an affordable and attractive alternative

highest standard. Below is our standard process from the point of contact to moment your

to individually-illuminated channel letters. If you have highly visible real estate on the face of your

sign is installed. *Please note that before production can begin a deposit must be received.

facility—effective wall signage can be an excellent way to be noticed by potential customers.
With nearly unlimited versatility—wall signage can be illuminated or non-illuminated, dimensional
or ﬂat, and can be a simple cabinet style with plastic faces. They can be large signs with 3M ﬂex
facing, and they can even be painted directly onto the building. We’ll review what options will
most usefully enhance the identity of your location.

T HE S I G N T IM EL I N E
$
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ST E P 1

ST E P 2

ST E P 3

ST E P 4

ST E P 5

Initial meeting
& sign needs
addressed.

Check permit,
sign size,
& setback
requirements.

Design
complete
& delivered
to customer
for approval.

Approved
Design sent
to Estimator
for pricing.

Signed
customer
approval with
50% deposit.

ST E P 6

ST E P 7

ST E P 8

ST E P 9

STEP 10

Permit applied
for within 3-5
days of deposit.
*Permit can take
anywhere
between
1-6 weeks.

Permits
received.

Release signs
to production.
*Manufacturing takes
anywhere between 3-10
weeks, depending
on the signs being
ordered.

Production
complete
& install
scheduled
with the
customer.

Sign is installed
& ﬁnal invoice is
sent to the
customer.

